First Class Products
Fully enclosed Private Suites
Fact sheet
Emirates’ new fully enclosed Private Suites, inspired by Mercedes-Benz, are a game changer. With soft leather seating,
sleek interior design, window views in every seat, zero-gravity seating positions and meticulous attention to detail, the
suites bring a new level of luxury on board. Several thoughtful touches and products have been added for a truly First
Class experience.
Byredo skincare collection
Each suite is fitted with an inspiration kit which features a luxury Byredo skincare collection found only on Emirates.
Byredo is a modern European luxury brand founded in 2006 by Ben Gorham, with strong ties to creativity, art and
lifestyle. Byredo has launched its skincare line exclusively in Emirates First Class. All the products in the collection are
manufactured using the best raw materials with a distinct focus on craft and quality.
The products on board include:
 Towelette: Cleanses and refreshes the face, leaving a clean base to enjoy the maximum benefit from skincare
 Facial Toner: An invigorating burst of freshness for the face and essential hydration, improving overall skin
texture
 Eye Cream: Gently hydrates sensitive skin around the eye leaving it softer and suppler
 Sleep Oil: A Chamomile roll-on oil to apply on wrist, temples, and pulse points to ease into relaxation
 Pillow Mist: A soothing Chamomile spray for textile to create a calming atmosphere and help stay relaxed
Leather notebook and pen
The inspiration kit also includes a notebook and pen to jot down stories, memories and ideas.
Binoculars
Steiner Safari Binoculars are available in the suite for customers who want to explore the sky outside their window.
Bowers & Wilkins headphones
The suites will include Bowers & Wilkins headphones to complement the viewing experience on Emirates’ awardwinning inflight entertainment, ice. The Active Noise Cancelling E1 headphones were created exclusively for Emirates
and use a unique hybrid noise cancellation technology optimised for the Emirates First Class cabins, neutralising
ambient noise for a truly immersive entertainment experience. The headphones are designed to be lightweight and
made of the finest materials, including aluminium and sheepskin leather for a comfortable fit.

Hydra Active moisturising pyjamas
For a good night’s sleep, Emirates provides pyjamas using Hydra Active Microcapsule Technology designed to keep skin
hydrated during the flight. The patented technology uses billions of capsules applied to the fabric which gently releases
naturally-moisturising Sea Kelp during movement. The Microcapsule Technology of the lounge wear locks in the
moisturiser for up to 10 washes so customers can re-use them. The suits include matching slippers and eye mask and
come in a stylish felt pouch.
For added comfort, customers can keep warm with a plush, faux sheep-skin blanket in First Class.
Bulgari amenity kits
Customers can prepare for the next step of their journey with exclusive Bulgari amenity kits. Emirates has partnered
with the luxury Italian brand to create exclusive designer kit bags that include signature Bulgari fragrances and lotions,
along with other pamper essentials. The First Class kit bags come in eight brand new designs for men and women. The
new kits also include Bulgari’s White Tea fragrance and are available on long-haul night flights and on flights over 10
hours.
Dining in First Class
First Class passengers can order a la carte multi-course meals created by top international chefs from an extensive
menu. Dining is on demand and an order can be placed at any time during the flight. Emirates uses the finest Royal
Doulton china and exclusive Robert Welch cutlery- providing a premium class dining that is unmatched.
Emirates customers will also be served some the most exclusive wines, champagnes and spirits. The airline’s world-class
wine programme procures the finest wines from the most prestigious wine producing regions around the globe.

